non-Department Federal agency who is authorized to act as a law enforcement officer on Reclamation projects and lands; or
(2) Law enforcement personnel of any State, local government, or tribal law enforcement agency.

§ 422.3 Reclamation law enforcement policy.

The law enforcement policy of Reclamation is:
(a) To maintain an accountable, professional law enforcement program on Reclamation project facilities, and to protect Federal project lands and their occupants. Reclamation will meet its law enforcement responsibilities by establishing and promoting a law enforcement program which maintains law and order, and protects persons and property within Reclamation property and on Reclamation lands;
(b) To entrust law enforcement authority only to persons deemed to be qualified, competent law enforcement professionals;
(c) To maintain a continuing review and evaluation of Reclamation’s law enforcement programs and operations to ensure compliance with applicable Federal laws, regulations, and policies of the Department;
(d) To ensure that approved standards are attained and maintained by each law enforcement unit undertaking a contract or cooperative agreement;
(e) To increase the effectiveness of law enforcement through the efficient handling and exchange of criminal and intelligence information with other Federal, State, local, and tribal agencies, as appropriate;
(f) To provide the public prompt access to information concerning its law enforcement program in accordance with the spirit and intent of the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. 552; Department FOIA Regulations, 43 CFR 2; and 383 DM 15, Freedom of Information Act Handbook (see www.doi.gov);
(g) To ensure that the use of force by agency personnel under contracts or cooperative agreements with Reclamation complies with the Constitution and the law of the United States; and
(h) To negotiate contracts and cooperative agreements under this part to ensure that:

§ 422.4 Responsibilities of the Commissioner of Reclamation.

(a) The Secretary of the Interior has designated the Commissioner of Reclamation to implement law enforcement authority at Reclamation facilities. The Commissioner is responsible for:
(1) Implementing the provisions of Public Law 107–69;
(2) Ensuring consistency with applicable Departmental and Reclamation requirements for law enforcement officers;
(3) Carrying out the specific responsibilities listed in paragraph (b) of this section; and
(4) Developing any additional policies necessary for the successful accomplishment of Reclamation’s law enforcement responsibilities.
(b) The Commissioner’s specific responsibilities include the following:
(1) Designating Reclamation’s Law Enforcement Administrator (LEA), with authority to discharge the responsibilities assigned by these regulations;
(2) Overseeing the LEA’s ability to ensure that all law enforcement officers under contract or cooperative agreement for law enforcement services to Reclamation are properly trained and receive necessary authorizations; and
(3) Overseeing the LEA’s development of policy, procedures, and standards for directing the law enforcement units, and the installation of management controls for proper implementation of the law enforcement program.

§ 422.5 Responsibilities of the Law Enforcement Administrator.

(a) The Law Enforcement Administrator (LEA):
(1) Reports directly to the Commissioner;
(2) Oversees the law enforcement program; and
(3) Is responsible for promulgating mission-oriented policy, procedures, and standards to ensure the effective